
















Early Chinese Civilization
• China is a big country today, 

but Chinese civilization 
began in much smaller area 
in East Asia along the 
Yellow River (Huang He)
– Called yellow because of the 

nutrient-rich silt
– Also known as China’s 

Sorrow because, despite the 
benefits of fertile soil, the 
floods were devastating.

• China was geographically 
isolated from the other 
river valley civilizations so 
there was less interaction 
and trade early on







Xia Dynasty
• Chinese political history is 

divided into dynasties: 
ruling families 

• The first was the Xia, 
whose legendary founder 
was Yu the Engineer, who 
directed irrigation and 
flood control projects to 
make civilization possible

• Once thought to be 
fictional/legendary, recent 
discoveries have proven 
their existence





Shang Dynasty
• Started around 1766 BCE
• Known for created bronze

tools, weapons, and art
• First to develop writing in 

China, started as script 
written on oracle bones to
tell people’s fortunes

• Practiced human sacrifice of 
prisoners of war as part of 
royal burials

• Believed in a high god
Shangdi but also focused on 
worshipping ancestors













Zhou Dynasty
• Conquered Shang around 1100 

BCE and ruled for many centuries
• Introduced belief in T’ian

(Heaven) and the political
concept of the Mandate of 
Heaven, that rulers who were just 
and virtuous would receive the 
support and approval of heaven, 
but those who were unjust and 
cruel would lose that support and 
be thrown out by Heaven, in the 
form of natural disasters, 
invasions, or peasant uprisings

• This created a Dynastic Cycle, in 
which dynasties were believed to 
gain and lose the mandate, and 
then be replaced by new 
dynasties.

















Mandate of Heaven

“Heaven, unpitying, has sent down ruin on 
Shang. Shang has lost the Mandate, and we 
Zhou have received it. I dare not say that 
our fortune would continue to prosper, 
even though I believe that heaven favors 
those who are sincere in their intentions. I 
dare not say, either that it would end in 
certain disaster. . . . 
The Mandate of Heaven is not easy to gain. 
It will be lost when men fail to live up to the 
reverent and illustrious virtues of their 
forefathers.”

—Duke of Zhou



Dynastic Cycle
Based on Mandate of Heaven



Warring States Period
• The Zhou ruled over China

through feudalism, a
decentralized political system
where the king gives pieces of 
land to noble lords and lets them 
be in charge of their area as long 
as they promise loyalty and 
military service to the king

• During the later years of the 
dynasty, local lords rose up
against the Zhou and fought each 
other for control, leading to the 
Warring States Period (475-221 
BCE)

• During this time of chaos, new
philosophies emerged to teach 
different ideas about how order 
and balance could be achieved









Confucian 

Social Order




